
     
 

 

  



Total Door Types 

No matter what type of door opening you have, Total Door can engineer 

a solution that looks better, works better, and last longer. 
 

 CROSS CORRIDOR DOORS 

 MEDICAL APPLICATION DOORS 

 ELEVATOR SHAFT DOORS 

 ELEVATOR LOBBY DOORS 

 ELECTRIC FUNCTION DOORS 

 HIGH USE/ABUSE DOORS 

 BEHAVIOR HEALTH DOORS 

 AREAS OF ASSEMBLY DOORS 

 UN-EVEN PAIR DOORS 

 STAIRWELL DOORS 

 SPECIAL APPLICATION DOORS 

  



Total Door Cross Corridor / Area 
Separation Doors 

Minimum side room requirements while providing maximum width 
 

Total Door systems’ superior variety of finish and hardware options makes them perfect for demanding 

cross-corridor and area separation projects. Our concealed hinges and closers and flush panic devices 

allow Total Doors to create attractive, substantial doors that blend into the background when they’re 

not in use. 

Our door systems make it easier to meet regulatory requirements while creating safe, attractive, usable 

indoor spaces that keep their good looks longer. 

 



 

  



Hospital Doors, Medical Applications, 
Double Egress Doors 

Minimum side room requirements while providing maximum width 
 

Eliminate the need to remodel your hallways in order to meet 

California OSHPD requirements. Our flush exit device on 7’ - 9” 

pairs or double egress pairs creates a 44” opening clearance per 

door.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Total Door Elevator Shaft Doors, Fire 
Rated Doors, Smoke Doors 

An economical and architecturally pleasing solution to your smoke 

containment requirements. 
 

The Elevator Smoke Door Assembly by Total Door has been tested in compliance with UL 1784, has a 

1.088 cfm smoke leakage rating, and is ADA compliant. 



 

  



Total Door Elevator Lobby Doors, 
Integrated Door System 

As with all Total Door systems we use a full height, semi concealed hinge and a full height locking 

channel with flush hardware to create an architecturally pleasing installation that eliminates unsightly 

hardware. 

Tested as an integrated door system so you can be confident you are in compliance with all local and 

national fire codes for the complete opening. 



 

  



Total Door Electric Function Doors, Great 
for Hospital Doors 

Total Door’s remotely controlled electric door incorporates all internal wiring into the door system at 

the factory to give the door system a very clean look with no exposed wires, superior durability and 

exceptional value. 

Electric Doors Include A Power Source And Are Available As Follows: 

 FAIL SAFE (Example: Stairwell doors) 

 FAIL SECURE (Example: Security room doors) 

 ELECTRIC UNLATCHING (Example: Motor operated doors) 

 ELECTRIC PANIC (Example: Entrance doors) 

 SINGLE, PAIRS OR DOUBLE EGRESS 

 NON LABELED, A, B, C, or 20 minute label 

 

 

  



Total Door High Use/Abuse Doors, Ideal 
Hospital Doors, School Doors, Stairwells 

 

Total Door with the ‘abuse construction package’ option is a durable door system able to handle the 

toughest environments. Ideal applications include hospitals, motor operated and security doors, 

stairwells, entry doors, schools, theaters, conference rooms, ball rooms, etc. 

 

Standard Upgrade Features Include: 

 Higher density core 

 Extra welds around perimeter of door body 

 Top and bottom rail cap 

Optional Features Include: 

 Heavier gauge door skins 

 Latching channel guards 

 Armor/kick plates 

 Panic edge protectors 

 Hospital edge guards 



 

  



Total Door Behavioral Health Hospital 
Doors Quick Release Hinge 

The Quick Release™ door is designed for behavioral applications. It features an exclusive external-

mounted hinge removal system and anti-ligature hardware to prevent self-harm. 

Key Features & Benefits 

 Quick-release steel continuous hinge allowing for 

 complete removal in less than a minute 

 Concealed casters affixed to the bottom rail to assist 

 in the door removal process 

 Pre-�nished door system 

 Can be installed into a new or existing opening 

 Doors, hardware and installation from a single source 

 All �re labels available and ADA compliant 

 Exceeds ANSI and BHMA standards 

 GSA Approved vendor 

Your Payoff? 

 Better performance 

 Longer life 

 Easier installation 

 Substantial cost saving 

 

 

  



Total Door Areas of Assembly, Ballroom 
Doors, Hotel Doors, Theaters & More 

Total Door systems have been proving themselves in some of the most demanding environments for 

years. The simple designs mean there are fewer parts to break, and concealed closers, flush panic 

devices and other innovations keep key components out of harm’s way. 

 Maximum design flexibility 

 Quiet and smooth operation ideal for meeting rooms, theaters, auditoriums 

 Abuse resistant and low maintenance 

 Custom finishes and low profile panic hardware 

 Full height hinge and locking channel minimizes light and sound transfer 

 

 



 

  



Total Door Uneven Pair, Odd Sized,  
Fire Rated Doors 

Total Door can customize your door opening sizes in 1/16” increments. Un-even pairs can have door 

leafs as small as 1’-0” and still be active with all locking functions available.  Because of the integrated 

locking channel and hinge system design, Total Door can build fire rated single leafs up to 4’-2 3/16”  

wide and pairs up to 8’-4 3/8” wide. 



 

  



Total Doors Stairwell Temperature Rise 
Fire Doors 

STAIRWELL TEMPERATURE RISE FIRE DOORS 
 

All Temperature rise doors by Total Door exceed the fire code limits by using special construction that 

allows us to achieve a 250 degree for 30 minutes maximum temperature rise rating on our door system. 

As with all Total Doors, the Stairwell Temperature Rise door has the lowest smoke leakage rating in the 

industry, has been tested for 5 million cycles, comes in a variety of low profile hardware, and installs in a 

matter of minutes. 

Total Door Temperature Rise Doors come with either 90-minute or 180-minute positive pressure fire 

labels. Built-in electronic locking functions for security purposes are optional as well. 

 

  



Special Application Doors, Made to 
Measure Doors, Custom Doors 

Each door system we sell is custom designed and engineered to work perfectly in a specific application. 

Even unusual shapes, nontraditional building designs and custom finishes are no problem. 

You’ll get a door that fits perfectly, no matter what the job requires. 



 

 

 

For more information regarding the Total 

Door, contact your local distributor: 

 

Al Batoul Trading Est. 

62 Wadi Watoub St. 

P.O.Box 14400, Jeddah 21424 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

T: +966 2 6557766 / 6557474 

F: +966 2 6541157 

www.AlbatoulGroup.com  

http://www.albatoulgroup.com/

